Five Minutes Peace. Author: Jill Murphy. Publisher: Walker Books. Mrs Large the elephant looks despairingly at the chaos caused by her three boisterous children as they messily eat their breakfast. Deciding to sneak off for a relaxing bubble bath, she carefully sets a tray with tea, toast and cake, and quietly heads towards the door. This extremely funny, beautifully observed portrayal of everyday family life will delight young readers and is sure to resonate with parents. The charming, colourful illustrations are full of warmth and humour, with lots of detail to explore. Children will giggle at the familiar antics of the Large family and may even develop empathy for their own parents as they follow Mrs Large’s desperate attempts to secure five minutes peace.

Your Reviews. Read this book? This item: Five Minutes’ Peace by Jill Murphy Paperback $6.99. In Stock. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. As an actual review of the book: adorable. Perfectly captures a Mom's love for her children, while simultaneously wanting to just get a few minutes alone every once and a while. Read more. 13 people found this helpful. A search for five minutes’ peace that every busy family will relate to. All Mrs. Large wants is five minutes’ peace from her energetic children, but chaos follows her all the way from the kitchen to the bath and back again. “This book is pure joy, one that parents, not just children, will want to keep on hand; Murphy's frazzled mom will find a soft spot in every reader.” - Publishers Weekly


Amazon Price. This item: Five Minutes’ Peace by Jill Murphy Paperback $23.44. Ships from and sold by ShopSpell USA. Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak Paperback $12.99.